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Abstract
In this paper a proof for the existence of acoustic resonance poles with Robin boundary conditions is presented. The
analysis of the elastic crack scattering problem allows us to distinguish two types of resonance poles | normal or
tangential, and we present some numerical results based on a variational boundary element method. Considering two
plane cracks, we present some estimates to justify the dierence between simulation results when the cracks lay on the
same plane or on dierent ones, including a trapping case. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that an acoustic plane wave uinc(x) = eikd: x with real frequency k > 0 scattered
by an object produces a scattered wave usc which has the asymptotic behavior
usc(x) =
eikj x j
j x j

u1(x^) + O

1
j x j

; when j xj ! 1;
where x^ = x=j x j, and u1 is an analytical function dened on the sphere S 2, called the far eld
amplitude. The far eld amplitude completely determines the scattered wave outside the object.
Here, we will be interested in the scattering cross section (k) = ku1k2L2(S 2) as a function of k for
some xed incident direction d.
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The plot of (k) shows local maxima that we associate to certain complex frequencies, general-
ized eigenvalues of the homogeneous acoustic problem. These generalized eigenvalues with negative
imaginary part are known as resonance poles or resonance frequencies, and their small imaginary
part may explain the local maxima of (k). There are several methods to prove the existence of
these poles (e.g., [11]), but we will present here another way, using an existence proof by Phillips
[10] and Steinberg’s theorem [12] to derive a meromorphic extension of the solution from Im(k)>0
to the whole complex plane.
This work follows essentially the work in [1] and also [11], but is related to some other previous
works mainly [8,9,13], for acoustic resonance poles, and [4,6] for the elastic case. In [1] the two
cracks case and the case of oblique incident or elastic shear waves were not considered. When the
cracks are on the same plane, we now show that the far eld is almost the sum of the separate far
elds, and that this is no longer true in the trapping case, where some high peaks can be obtained.
The case of oblique incident elastic plane waves now introduces two dierent types of resonance
poles, which we will call normal and tangential poles, and we will relate them to the peaks of the
scattering cross sections. The poles are numerically determined by calculating the complex roots of
the determinant of a stiness matrix dened on a boundary nite element method.
2. Resonance frequencies
We begin by considering the acoustic scattering problem by any obstacle D with regular boundary
 , and we assume the normal to point outwards D (in the crack case we consider D =  , and the
normal orientation is xed always to the same side | we only consider oriented surfaces). Let
uinc = eikd:x be an incident plane wave, with direction d and frequency k. The scattered wave u
veries Helmholtz equation in the exterior of D, with a radiation condition at innity, and in the
boundary   we impose Robin boundary conditions. Being Z the acoustic impedance, a continuous
function on  , with Re(Z)>0, we formulate the problem:
u+ k2u= 0 in 
 = R3 n D; (1a)
@
@n
+ ikZ

u= g on  ; (1b)
u(x) =
eikr
r

u1(x^) + O

1
r

r = j x j ! 1 (1c)
with g = −(@=@n + ikZ)uinc. The radiation condition (1c) is equivalent to the usual Sommerfeld
radiation condition, when Im(k)>0. However, to deal with k which have negative imaginary part,
and to avoid unusual fundamental solutions, we use this radiation condition based on the far-eld
amplitude u1(x^).
The existence and uniqueness of this problem is well known for Im(k)>0, and we will now prove
the extension of the solution for Im(k)< 0, except for some countable number of spurious complex
frequencies | the resonance frequencies. The existence of countably many resonance frequencies is
a well-known fact (e.g., [11]), but we will present an alternative proof which includes the case of
impedance Z 6= 0. This proof is based on an idea of Phillips in [10] to show the existence of the
solution of the Dirichlet problem for real k.
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 We begin by considering the problem in the whole space
v+ k2v= f in R3;
v veries (1c);
(2)
where supp(f) is bounded. Problem (2) has the solution v=Gk f, with Gk(r) = eikr=4r, being
the fundamental solution of Helmholtz equation.
 Consider a perturbation of problem (1), using a cut-o function .
Let BR be a suciently large ball such that  BR. We dene a cut-o function  2 C10 (R3)
with support in 
R =
 \ BR, and equal to 1 in a neighborhood of  . Now take u= v+ w with w
verifying the elliptic problem:
(− I)w = 0 in 
R;
@
@n
+ ikZ

w = h on  ;
w = 0 on @BR ;
(3)
which is well-posed for h 2 H−1=2( ) (see [5, Chapter VII]), and the solution w depends analytically
on k. Thus, we can dene a solution operator:
R(k): Hs( ) ! Hs+3=20 (
R);
h 7! w:
Since u= v outside BR, it is clear that u veries the radiation condition (1c). Because (x)= 1 in
a neighborhood of  , we have
h= g− (1 + ikZ0)(v);
where 0 and 1 denote, respectively, the trace and the normal trace operators. Dening
T(k)w = w(+ 1 + k2) + 23:3w;
we easily see that (1a) is veried if and only if T(k)w+f=0. Noticing that w=R(k)h=R(k)g−
R(k)(1 + ikZ0)(v), we can write an equation on f (Eq. (4)), using the following operators:
S(k)f =−T(k)(RZ(k)(Gk  f)) and H(k)g=−T(k)(R(k)g)
with RZ(k) = R(k)(1 + ikZ 0).
Proposition 1. Let g 2 H−1=2( ); and consider a xed cut-o function  as dened above. The
function
u= Gk  f + R(k)g− RZ(Gk  f)
is a solution of problem (1) if and only if f 2 L2(
R) is the solution of
(I + S(k))f =H(k)g: (4)
Furthermore; S(k) is a holomorphic family of compact operators in L2(
R).
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Proof. It remains to prove that S(k) is a holomorphic family of compact operators. S(k) is an
analytical function of k, because both R(k) and T(k) depend analytically on k. It is clear that
S(k)f 2 L2(
R), since if h 2 H−1=2( ); w 2 H 1(
R) and T(k)w 2 L2(
R). Thus, S(k) is compact
in L2(
R), because it is the composition of bounded operators and of the operator f 7! Gk f. This
operator is taken from L2(
R) into H 2(
R), and then we use the compact embedding of H 2 into L2
(
R is bounded).
Theorem 2. The operator (I+S(k))−1 has an analytic extension from Im(k)>0 to the whole com-
plex plane except for a countable set of poles of nite order; called resonance poles. Furthermore; k
is a pole of (I + S(k))−1 if and only if problem (1) with g= 0 has nonnull solutions.
Proof. Since S(k) is a holomorphic family of compact operators for k 2 C, by Steinberg’s al-
ternative theorem (see [12]) either (i) the operator I + S(z) is never invertible for z 2 C, or
(ii) 9z0 2 C : I + S(z0) is invertible. Since we have existence and uniqueness of the problem (1)
for Im(k)>0, by the equivalence established in Proposition 1 we are in case (ii). In this case,
Steinberg’s theorem also states that (I + S(z))−1 is dened analytically on C except for a count-
able set of poles of nite order | the resonance poles. By Proposition 1 the equivalence statement
follows.
Remark. We notice that these poles do not depend on the cut-o function, because of the equivalence
established with the existence of nonnull solutions of problem (1), which clearly does not depend
on .
3. Acoustic Neumann problem for plane cracks
Consider problem (1) for a plane crack   with Neumann boundary conditions (Z = 0), we know
that the solution can be represented by a double-layer potential
u(x) =−
Z
 
@
@ny
Gk(x − y)(y) dsy (x 2 
);
where the density  is the jump on  , i.e.,  = u− − u+. Since this formula can be extended for
Im(k)< 0 we search k 2 C such that the integral operator
(D)(x) =−
Z
 
@
@nx
@
@ny
Gk(x − y)(y) dsy (x 2  ) (5)
has a nonnull kernel (we notice that when   is a crack this integral representation is possible because
there are no eigenvalues of the interior problem).
This integral operator has a hypersingular kernel, so we follow Ha Duong [7] noting that the
problem of nding the solutions of D= g is equivalent to the solution of the variational problem
Find  2 H 1=200 ( ):
bk(;  ) = hg;  i; 8 2 H 1=200 ( );
(6)
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with
bk(;  ) = hD;  i=
Z
 
Z
 
Gk(x − y)(curl (x) :curl   (y)− k2(x)  (y)) dsx dsy:
This sesquilinear form is well dened for arbitrary complex k, and we will look for k such that
9 6= 0 : bk(;  ) = 0; 8 2 H 1=200 ( ).
The plots of the scattering cross section will be obtained for g = eikd: x, using the relations (see
[3]):
u1(;d) =
1
4F

@
@n


(k) and ku1k2L2(S2) =
4
k
Im ( u1(d;d));
where F stands for the Fourier transform.
3.1. Numerical method
The approximation of the variational problem (6) using a boundary nite element method (see
[2]) gives a linear system
[Bij(k)]NN [j] = [gi];
where B(k) is the matrix obtained by discretization of the sesquilinear form bk(: ; :).
Now, we will locate approximately the resonance poles nding the k 2 C for which
det(B(k)) = 0:
This can be done by using a Newton’s modied method
kn+1 = kn − p  det(B(kn))det(B(kn + ))− det(B(kn)) ;
where  is a suciently small parameter, and p is the multiplicity of the zero (i.e., the resonance
pole), and we avoid explicit derivative calculation needed in Newton’s method. In fact, the derivative
of each matrix entry implies the calculation ofZ
T
Z
U
−2kGk(x − y)i(x)j(y) + ieikjx−yj(curl i:curl j − k2i(x)j(y) ) dx dy
for each triangles T adjacent to node i, U adjacent to node j, and afterwards the calculation of the
minors. Thus, we preferred to apply Steensen’s method (which means to consider  = det(B(kn)))
when the precision is compromised by the xed value of . Another good possibility is to take
= kn−1 − kn (Secant’s method), which avoids extra calculations by storing det(B(kn)).
Remark. An important question is to nd a good k0 such that the method converges to each pole.
We can use the argument principle of complex analysis to nd more about the location of the
resonance poles and its multiplicity. This can be done by dividing the domain in small squares and
checking the variation of the argument along the contours. However, when we have many poles, as
in the trapping case, the high variation of the argument brings additional diculties.
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4. Elastic Neumann problem for plane cracks
In the elastic case, the scattered wave veries Navier equation
u + (+ )3(3 : u) + !2u = 0 (in 
);
where ;  are the Lame coecients and  is the constant density of the medium. On the boundary
  we take Neumann’s condition
(u): n = g;
where ij(u) = (3 : u)ij + (ui; j + uj; i) is the stress tensor, and as radiation condition we take
u(x) =
eihkpj x j
j x j u1;p(x^) +
eiksj x j
j x j u1; s(x^) + o

1
j x j

when j x j ! 1;
where u1;p and u1; s are called P-far eld and S-far eld amplitudes, respectively (see [3]). A
fundamental solution of Navier’s equation is Kupradze’s tensor:
G!(x) =
1
k2s
(k2s Gks(x)I +D(Gks − Gkp)(x));
where D= @ij, and k2s = !
2=; k2p = !
2=(+ 2). We can follow the same steps presented in the
acoustic case, using a cut-o function to dene u= v+ w, with v=G!  f , and with w the solution
of the elliptic problem w+ (+ )3(3 :w)− w= 0 in 
R. Taking
S(k) f =−T(k)(R0(k)(G!  f )) and H(k)g =−T(k)(R(k)g)
for appropriate operators T, we can conclude a similar result: The operator (I + S(k))−1 has an
analytic extension from Im(k)>0 to the whole complex plane except for a countable set of poles
of nite order; called resonance poles: Furthermore, k is a meromorphic pole of (I + S(k))−1 if
and only if the homogeneous elastic problem (with g = 0) has nonnull solutions.
4.1. Variational formulation for plane cracks
Using double-layer representation, we dene the operator
(D!)(x) = x
Z
 
y(G!)(x − y)ny(y) dsy

nx = g(x) (x 2  );
which has a hypersingular kernel. Following [7], we use Fourier transform to derive the variational
formulation in H 1=200 ( )
3,
b(;  ) = hT()^;  ^ i= hg;  i;
where T is a matrix symbol of the type
T() =
2
664
P11() P12() 0
P12() P22() 0
0 0 P33()
3
775 :
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and the shape of the matrix allows us to separate into two independent variational problems (see
[2]):
(i) a tangential one, where the kernel is obtained from the symbol
T 0() =
"
P11() P12()
P12() P22()
#
;
and
(ii) a normal one, where the kernel is obtained from the symbol T3() = P33().
This way, we associate operators D0 and D3 to the variational problem, such that D0(!)0 = g0
and D3(!)3 = g3, and the operator D! can be viewed as a matrix
D! =
"
D0() 0
0 D3()
#
;
which is only invertible if both D0; D3 are. Thus, we can decompose the elastic resonance poles in
tangential poles (when ! is a pole associated to D0) and normal poles (when ! is a pole associated
to D3).
4.1.1. Numerical results
In the elastic case we can prove that (see [3]):
u1;p(; q; d) =
−k2p
4!2
(:f^ (kp)); u1; s(; q; d) =
k2s
4!2  ^ ( ^ f^ (ks))
with f = ()n, where D!= qei kx: d. Dene the scattering cross sections (= P; S)
(!; q; d) = k
 
1
kp
ku1;p(; q; d)k2L2(S2) +
1
ks
ku1; s(; q; d)k2L2(S2)
!
with q = d if  = P, and q?d if  = S. Using the scattering power theorem we get (!; q; d) =
(4=k)Im(q:u1;(d; q; d)).
In Fig. 1 we present the \rst" resonance poles for the penny shaped crack with Neumann boundary
conditions. As mentioned before, we distinguish between normal poles (white circles) and tangential
poles (black circles). We can see a relation between the high peaks of the scattering cross section
for the oblique P-incident waves and the real part of the poles (Fig. 1a), and the relation between
that same poles and the scattering cross section for the oblique SV-incident waves (Fig. 1b).
We remark that when we have a normal incident SV-wave (angle =0), we do not have any con-
tribution from the normal part, and consequently the rst peak only occurs near k  5:5, associated
with the tangential pole which is nearer to the real axis (k  6− 0:7i).
5. The acoustic case of two plane cracks
Consider two plane cracks with the same normal vector. Numerical experiments show that if both
cracks lay in the same plane the far eld amplitude generated by both is almost the sum of the
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Fig. 1. Normal and tangential elastic resonance poles.
independent ones (see Figs. 2 and 3), but this is no longer true when we consider the cracks in
parallel planes (one above the other), in the trapping case, when rays can be captured Ikawa’s [8]
denition of a nontrapping object D is: \an object for which all scattered rays outgoing from a point
in Dc \ BR will come out of BR in a nite time", we notice that ‘nite time’ here means a nite
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Fig. 2. Two cracks in the same plane: a disk and a kite.
number of reected rays, and should be understood as a geometrical property. We present estimates
(8; 9) that give a partial justication of the dierence between the numerical results obtained for
cracks laying on the same plane and on dierent planes.
For two dierent cracks  1 and  2 and some xed incident wave g with k > 0, we consider two
problems:
(i) the scattering problem for  1 [  2, which consists in determining ~ such that
(D 1[ 2 ~)(x) = g(x); 8x 2  1 [  2;
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Fig. 3. Two disks: one centered in 0 and the other one in C. Acoustic (a) and elastic (b) cases.
where D 1[ 2 is the operator dened in (5) with   =  1 [  2,
(ii) the scattering problem for  1 and  2 independently:
D 11 = gj 1 on  1; and D 22 = gj 2 on  2: (7)
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Writing ~1 = ~j 1 ;
~2 = ~j 2 , and g1 = gj 1 ; g2 = gj 2 , we have
D 1[ 2 ~=D 1 ~1 + A 2 ~2 = g1 on  1;
D 1[ 2 ~=D 2 ~2 + A 1 ~1 = g2 on  2:
where (A i ~i)(x) =−
R
 i
(@=@nx) (@=@ny)G(x − y) ~i(y) dsy has no singular kernel, because x 62  i.
By (7) we have
D 1 (1 − ~1) = A 2 ~2 on  1;
D 2 (2 − ~2) = A 1 ~1 on  2:
Proposition 3. Let R= dist( 1;  2). We have the following estimates:
1. if the cracks are in the same plane
k ~1 − 1kH 1=200 ( 1)6
C
R2
k ~kL2( 1[ 2) (8)
2. if the cracks are in dierent planes
k ~1 − 1kH 1=200 ( 1)6
C
R
k ~kL2( 1[ 2) (9)
for some constants C = C(k;  1)( 2); where ( 2) is the surface measure of  2.
Proof. Taking the norm in H 1=200 ( 1), and since D 1 is invertible, we have
k ~1 − 1kH 1=200 ( 1)6kD
−1
 1 kL(:;:)kD 1 ( ~1 − 1)kH 1=200 ( 1)′6kD
−1
 1 kL(:;:)C( 1) kA 2 ~2kL2( 1):
Now, let r = x − y, after some straightforward calculations, we have @
2G
@nx@ny
(r)
6 jnx:nyj4jrj2
ik + 1jrj
+ jnx:r^j jny:r^j4jrj
ik + 1jrj

k + 3jrj
 :
1. If the screens are in the same plane nx : r^ = ny : r^ = 0, and we get j@2G=@nx@ny(r)j6Ck=4R2.
Thus,
jA 2 ~2(x)j6
Z
 2
 @
2G
@nx@ny
(x − y) ~2(y)
 dsy6Ck ( 2)4R2 k ~2kL2( 2) (x 2  2)
kA 2 ~2kL2( 1)6
C(k)
4R2( 1)( 2)k
~2kL2( 2)
and clearly k ~2kL2( 2)6k ~kL2( 1[ 2).
2. If the screens are in dierent planes, we can only get j(@2G=@nx@ny)(r)j6 Ck4R and the result
follows identically.
5.1. Numerical tests
We can see in Fig. 2 some tests comparing the eect of the proximity between two cracks in the
same plane on the scattering cross section. If the two crack shapes are far apart the result is almost
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Fig. 4. Resonance poles for two cracks: in the same plane (a) and in parallel planes (b).
identical to the sum of the separate elds, and the dierence is only signicant when the two cracks
are almost touching each other (in the gure the disk almost touches the kite).
In Fig. 3 we analyze the same behavior for two disks with radius 1, one centered in 0 and the
other centered in c. We can see that if the two acoustic cracks are in a trapping situation: c=(1; 0; 4)
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or (0; 0; 5), we have high oscillations in the scattering cross-section plot (Fig. 3a), which does not
happen in the nontrapping case: c = (3; 0; 3) or (5; 0; 0). The same experiment was made for the
elastic case (Fig. 3b), and we can see the same eect.
It has been proved by Lax and Phillips [10] that for a nontrapping object for all > 0 the
strip s= fz 2 C: 6Im(z)< 0g has at most a nite number of resonance poles. However, if it is a
trapping object we only have a conjecture (from Lax and Phillips) stating that there exists an innite
number of resonance poles in any s. In Fig. 4 we can see the poles distribution in a nontrapping
case (Fig. 4a) and in a trapping case (Fig. 4b), and the dierence between them corresponds to the
conjecture. In the trapping case there are too many poles near the real axis, and our scheme was not
good enough to deal with the numerical diculties envolved, so we only present a tentative plot.
However, the poles that almost touch the axis are accurate, and we can directly associate them to
the high peaks of the scattering cross section.
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